[Postoperative course of left ventricular function in aortic insufficiency].
To analyze the follow-up of left ventricular function (LVF) after surgical correction of severe chronic aortic insufficiency (AI). Twenty-one out of 68 patients with AI, initially asymptomatic and that developed symptoms during the follow-up period of 24-36 months, were studied. Relationship between symptoms and LVF by echocardiogram and radioisotopic ventriculography at rest and in isotonic exercise were studied. Three clinical moments (CM) were assumed: CM-0- at the beginning of the study, when all patients were asymptomatic; CM-1- manifestation of the symptoms during 24-36 months; CM-2- corresponding to the late post-operative period of 8 months of 20 out of 21 patients (one refused the surgery). The analysis did not show any significant differences between the mean values of all echocardiographic variables (diastolic and systolic diameters, shortening fraction, final systolic stress, volume-mass ratio, contractility index) and the ejection fraction of the left ventricle (EF) obtained by the radioisotope ventriculography at rest and, including exercise, between clinical moments 0 and 1. In the CM-2, involution was verified for functional class I/II in all cases and absence of expressive complications or immediate or late postoperative mortality. Comparison between CM-2 and 0 showed expressive regression of the diameters at rest in the postoperative period and with significant improvement in the means mainly the percentual variation of the EF and total time of effort. Symptoms assembled patients with more advanced eccentric hypertrophy and did not coincide with any immediate change in findings studied at rest and at exercise. It represented a point of reference for surgical indication compatible with late postoperative involution of chronic adaptation of AI.